Abstract:
Myxobacteria is a well known model organism to study cells polarity. However, the link between cell polarity, movement reversal, and division is still unclear [1,2]. Our project aim is to explain these connections through experimental data and computer simulations.
In order to provide significant biological assumptions on polarity in M. xanthus we are taking inspiration from the well-studied E. coli polarity (MinCDE system). Our mathematical model consists of a system of coupled partial differential equations. These equations describe the distribution of RomR protein in two forms: an unbounded form that can diffuse in the cell body, and a bounded form that attaches to receptors positioned at the poles of the cell body. The receptors are activated or deactivated based on concentrations of proteins in an attractant-repellent type interaction.
These mechanisms mimic the periodic oscillations of the RomR seen during experiments. Simulations show higher RomR density at the cell lagging pole (tail) versus the other (head), reflecting the asymmetric patterns of RomR observed when new poles are formed during division [2]. These simulation results are comparatively similar to our experimental observation.